
VR Society is an open, social  

& persistent platform  

built on the Blockchain. 

 

Buy land, build or import NFTs and  

instantly use and monetize.  

Our universe is shaped entirely  

by VRS members.  

 

 

 

 

 



The VRS Vision  
Our ultimate vision is to build an entirely new world for the next level of communication, e-commerce, entertainment 
and a place to live. We are building a platform for citizens to build on. VRS is an Open, Social and Persistent Virtual 

Reality World, empowered by blockchain technology where everyone can buy land, build or import objects, use avatars 
and scripts, easily monetize their experiences and immerse themselves into a completely alternative reality. Virtual 

Reality is here, and the future looks amazing. Hardware has advanced dramatically with better headsets available at 

very affordable prices, haptic suits, finger and eye-tracking and even VR motion platforms allowing you to take a free 
walk-in VR from the comfort of your home. What was missing is the final and ultimate destination. VRS is a place where 

you can come and experience the unknown, do the impossible, meet, work and have fun with people thousands of miles 

away in one universe.  
 

We at VRS are making that vision a reality.  
Practically, our long-term vision is to create a stunning and user-generated virtual environment that offers a rich 

addition to reality. It will be packed with new and exciting possibilities that can be explored by thousands of people at 

the same time. Built as a cross-platform world from smartphone apps to desktop VR, VRS allows people to experience 
one constantly expanding, a seamless world shaped by users. Combined with an in-world economy on the blockchain, it 

provides a next step towards a true Metaverse experience.  

 

We believe in a true virtual reality Metaverse and this is what we are targeting and building, not only on the 

technology and commercial level, but also on a philosophical level. We ask ourselves where humanity will be in 2, 5, 10, 

but also 50, 100, 200 years. And how VR and Blockchain will change humankind as a species. 

 


